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Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
Congratulations to our Seniors. We applaud them on the completion of their high
school years. They have worked hard and given much to Summerfield, each having come
to know and understand their special gifts. Below is a list of their plans after graduation.
We wish them all the best in their future endeavors and adventures in the world!
~ The Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm Community

Top Row (L-R): Mimi Hollinger, Philip Ku,
Luna Arteaga-Laak, Eva Silberstein
Middle Row: Molly Sierra (class advisor), Caroline Langley,
Reed Hays, Hudson Yoxall, Kai Hensley, Gavin Sellors,
Bob Flagg (class advisor)
Bottom Row: Aidan Kelly, Colin Williams, Ash Aldridge,
Ella Rademeyer, Yifang Zhang, Jazmin Piva
Not Pictured: Pete Bannister, Mando Ramos
Follow up additions to May Messenger list of
College Acceptances: Sarah Lawrence College,
Saint Mary’s College, and Glasgow College of Art

Ash Aldridge

Working/Apprentice as Tattoo Artist

Jazmin Piva

Santa Rosa Junior College (Gap Year)

Luna Arteaga-Laak

Lewis and Clark College (Gap Year)

Ella Rademeyer

Glasgow School of Art (Gap Year)

Pete Bannister

Working

Mando Ramos

Humboldt State University (Gap Year)

Reed Hays

Santa Rosa Junior College (Kinesiology)

Gavin Sellors

Kai Hensley

Santa Rosa Junior College and Working

University of Vermont
(Environmental Studies) (Gap Year)

Mimi Hollinger

Saint Mary’s College

Eva Silberstein

Lewis and Clark College

Aidan Kelly

University of Idaho (Gap Year)

Colin Williams

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo (Engineering)

Philip Ku

Santa Clara University (Finance)

Hudson Yoxall

University of San Francisco (Psychology)

Caroline Langley

Studying Abroad Semester and SRJC

Yifang Zhang

University of California Davis
(Wildlife, Fish, and Conservation Biology)

Class of 2020 Graduation
On the weekend of the Senior Class’ graduation, The Messenger
asked both the students and their class advisors to allow us to
share some of their words and give the community a sense of
this important milestone in their lives.

FROM THE TWELFTH GRADERS TO THE COMMUNITY
Dear all,
These are strange times. We are facing challenges that none before us
have faced, we are stepping out into an unknown world. As we stand
here, at a crossroads that is shrouded in a fog of uncertainty, we wish
to tell you this: Our feet are grounded, grounded in an education that
has enlivened not only our minds but our souls as well. Our hands are
outstretched, ready to receive the open space where we can grow. Our
hearts are strong, strong enough to weather any storm. We are ready,
ready to fight the battles of the coming days and years and decades, to
fight them with grace and purpose.
Twelve whole years
Wipe away your tears
Remember all the bright lights
Who took your hand in times of plight
Who guided and mentored all your journeys
Stuck with you in times of worry
They always brought you back safe and sound
Now it is really over
The adventure is done
Hold back your sorrow
Look up at the sun
And realise how bright you have become.
—REED HAYES
The substance, the spirit, that raises my pile
Is the spark that gives light to my smile.
Whatever the thing that feeds my heart,
May change many a time
But I know that the only thing that will remain
Are the values that I hold to claim.

Summerfield is my
unconditional home.
—MIMI HOLLINGER

Summerfield has been
the place where I have
grown into who I am
today and learned the
skills I will need to
go into the future.
—KAI HENSLEY

—MANDO RAMOS
At Summerfield I learned what it means to be human. I made lifelong
friendships and was given the opportunity to follow my interests.
—AIDAN KELLY
I know that I cannot fathom how blessed my life has been thus far, and I
want to extend all the gratitude that I have to everyone who has made it
possible for me to live such a life. I know also that the nature of my life has
given me a responsibility, and that responsibility is to extend the blessings
that I have been graced by to others in everything that I do. I would like
to pledge to always strive to uphold this responsibility in my life going
forward.
—GAVIN SELLORS

We thank you all, the teachers, the parents, those who have seen us
through to where we are today. Our gratitude runs deeper than these
words can express. With love and thanks,
The Senior Class
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the seniors in tenth grade en route to a history through poetry literary walking tour of north beach, sf

FROM TWELFTH GRADE ADVISOR, BOB FLAGG
We want to acknowledge and celebrate the graduation of the Senior
Class of 2020. They came into the world in a time of crisis around
9/11. They are emerging from high school during another crisis, the
pandemic. Just a year or so ago they dealt with the California fires,
floods, and a caterpillar invasion. Through it all they have maintained
a healthy attitude and the ability to maintain their goals, aspirations
and a sense of humor.
Their education has emphasized artistic creation, critical thinking,
meditation, love and compassion and a hands-on relationship with
nature. We hope these experiences will help them navigate the world
they will encounter. Maintaining that “Joy is the condition of life”
and that “Life is an ecstasy” as did Emerson, Thoreau and Dickinson,
has become more challenging in these strange times. Yet this class
has found opportunities for growth in their art, community service
and senior projects. Adversity can be an inspiration and a powerful
teacher too, as they learned in Russian Literature and in the Africa
main lesson. Adversity, however, is not usually welcomed though this
is challenged by the Austrian poet Rainer Maria Rilke: “Perhaps all
the dragons in our lives are princesses who are only waiting to see
us act, just once, with beauty and courage. Perhaps everything that
frightens us is, in its deepest essence, something helpless that wants
our love.” “Why do you want to shut out of your life any uneasiness,
any misery, any depression, since after all you don’t know what work
these conditions are doing inside you? Why do you want to persecute
yourself with the question of where all this is coming from and where
it is going? Since you know, after all, that you are in the midst of
transitions and you wished for nothing so much as to change. If there
is anything unhealthy in your reactions, just bear in mind that sickness
is the means by which an organism frees itself from what is alien; so
one must simply help it to be sick, to have its whole sickness and to
break out with it, since that is the way it gets better.”
Rilke also provided a philosophy for going into the world in his
Letters to a Young Poet: “Have patience with everything that remains
unsolved in your heart. Don’t search for the answers, which could not
be given to you now, because you would not be able to live them. And
the point is, to live everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps then,
someday far in the future, you will gradually, without even noticing it,
live your way into the answer.”
As they pursue their vocations as gifts to the world, we hope they will
shape the world with the values encountered at Summerfield Waldorf
School and Farm.

FROM TWELFTH GRADE ADVISOR, MOLLY SIERRA
Dear Twelfth Grade,
This week marks a significant transition for you. Transitions aren’t
new. You’ve seen many in your life. There was, for each of you, the
moment you stepped onto the path toward school for the first time,
when you let go of your mother’s or father’s hand and walked toward
the open door of the classroom.
Life is full of beginnings. When school was new, you spent days
leaping with princes and dragons into forests, you practiced counting
and naming the world into being. Friends began to teach you life’s
most important lessons, that “give and take” are at the root of
everything, that the sadness of a scuffed knee can turn into a smile
at the words of a friend. There was the first time you raced across the
field in a game of tag under the sun. The first time you could almost
touch the sky with your toes on the swing. Here you learned to hold
hands and look into the circle around you, to see your smile reflected
in the face of each of your friends.
As you made your way through the grades, life held many firsts. You
learned to knit, paint, weave, recite a poem, sing together, soar into
the words on a page, wrestle with a math problem, take on a part in a
play, form your words in another language, sweep a path clean, play
an instrument and tend the earth. For eight years, under the careful
guidance of your teachers, you worked on these skills to hone a strong
foundation in your heart, hands and mind.
On the other side of every beginning is an ending. Life held endings
for you too. Tying shoes made way to long division, climbing trees
and skipping rope to sitting in circles on the grass and “hanging out”
with friends. At the end of eight years, there was another important
transition as you stepped away from the careful holding of your class
teacher, onto the path toward high school,
Bob and are I grateful to have begun to walk this leg of the journey
with you as your advisors. We remember in 9th grade, how you
showed up to school each morning so eager to take up your work, to
toss new ideas around, to ponder the thinking of others, to see truth
reflected in a math problem, to develop the art of asking questions.
We, along with all your high school teachers, witnessed you building
thought upon thought with the same enthusiasm a young child builds
a sandcastle. You worked to maintain and redefine your relationships
with each other and, through this work, rose forward as individuals

clearly expressing yourself
within the group. You worked
to see the strengths and gifts
that each of you bring, and to
voice and honor those gifts to
the other.
This time in your journey marks
another transition. As you stand
once again in the circle with
the senior class sings to their first grade
buddies during the rose ceremony
your classmates, it’s time to turn
and look out at the world. As you gaze onto the individual path that
lies in front of you, I offer these words from my heart:
Don’t lose the urge to question everything. Make your decisions only
when they are true for you.
Your education has been the preparation; from here on out you make
the script up. Your life is your story, the seeds you plant each day are
the actions you put into the world.
The poet e.e. cummings once said that it takes courage to grow up
and become who you really are. Ash, Luna, Pete, Reed, Kai, Mimi,
Aidan, Philip, Caroline, Jazmin, Ella, Mando, Gavin, Eva, Colin,
Hudson, Yifang, as you prepare to make this next transition in your
lives (and I think I can speak on behalf of all your teachers), it is an
honor to witness the courage in you as you turn your hopes to actions
and prepare now to step toward your future. At the root of the word
“courage,” derived from the French coeur, is heart. It is commendable
to witness how each of you has taken up the unpredictable turn of
events this spring with your heart and have used your thinking to
find good in the moment, to see the importance of give and take, to
creatively channel your end-of-year projects into new and exciting
forms, and to continue each day to offer smile to a classmate.
Although this marks an ending of an important time in your lives, it is
also is a great beginning. As you prepare to step out into the world, I
will leave you with some words from Ralph Waldo Emerson:
“This is my wish for you: Comfort on difficult days, smiles when
sadness intrudes, rainbows to follow the clouds, laughter to kiss
your lips, sunsets to warm your heart, hugs when spirits sag, beauty
for your eyes to see, friendships to brighten your being, faith so that
you can believe, confidence for when you doubt, courage to know
yourself, patience to accept the truth, love to complete your life.”
the senior class back in sixth grade visited by baby jackson and family
as part of a values and virtues block addressing empathy in the classroom
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Reflecting On Our School Year
As another school year comes to
a close, we can take a moment
to reflect back on how we will
remember the 2019-2020 school
year. Even with evacuations and
fires early in the school year, we
will undoubtedly remember how
this school year ended, more
than anything else. A global pandemic, an economic
downturn deeply impacting many in our community,
ongoing political unrest, and protests in the streets for
racial equality and social justice. This combination of
events and crises have made this a time that will surely
live in our memories for the rest of our lifetimes.

the opportunity to spend more time together with our
families than we have in recent memory. Bread was baked,
walks were taken, and philosophical discussions were
had. Together. Despite more digital information coming
to us online and virtually than ever before, ironically it
seemed as if our lives actually slowed down a bit.

And, even as our lives were turned upside down by
Covid19, there were moments of joy. Many of us had

— Jefferson J. Buller, Board President
On behalf of the Board of Directors

The challenges of distance-learning honed new
skills and confirmed the resilience of our children,
our parents, and our faculty as they adapted to new
ways of learning and teaching and experienced the
richness of Waldorf curriculum in a new way. Virtual
and drive-by birthday celebrations became a cultural
phenomenon, warming the hearts of those celebrated
in this tough time. Students sewed masks and organized
It would be unfortunate though, despite these
a project to glean and deliver food to those in need
challenges, if we didn’t take the opportunity to
in our community. Our kindergarten families helped
remember some of the things about this year that were
create weekly gazettes, featuring updates from
wonderful and beautiful.
families with beautiful artwork and photographs, new
chickens and bunnies, and tales of the adventures of
I remember meeting so many new parents and
each kindergartener. Ceremonies that would typically
reacquainting with familiar faces at the Welcome Back
happen, like graduation and commencement, are taking
Tea in August, so excited for the year to come. I recall
place in new ways. May Day was celebrated at home by
the Rose Ceremony
early childhood families
that, as always, literally
with maypoles and
brought tears to my
flowers. Our high
eyes as I saw twelfth
school seniors have
graders give a rose (as
had the opportunity
they received one 11
to pivot their Senior
years ago) and a passing
Project presentations
of the symbolic torch
(which are remarkable,
with their first grade
as always) online and
buddies. I remember
through podcasts, and
first graders sitting with their twelfth grade buddies after the rose ceremony that started our school year
a warm autumn
are hosting their senior
Michaelmas pageant, with children singing, the lovely
teleplay of Our Town on a website that they created
costumes, and the rich imagery celebrating the spirit of
themselves. We had a virtual Farm to Feast event for the
the Archangel Michael, slayer of the dragon and bringer
first time ever, celebrating our community with inspiring
of light from darkness. I remember serving hot spiced
words, music, and images online.
cider to thirsty elves and jubilant children at a chilly
Winter Faire, deep in the wonder of the holiday season.
Despite these difficult times we find ourselves in, I invite
There was a joyous and rollicking Shepherds Play, with
you to remember those things about our school year
students, faculty, and staff joining together in song
that were truly wonderful, and to know with confidence
to wish the community well. We had an electrifying
that those times will return again to our community.
basketball season with student athletes demonstrating
Indeed, perhaps those moments of beauty have never
true sportsmanship and a love for sport and teammates. left. I believe our bond of community is stronger than
Valentine’s Day in the kindergarten village was a sweet
any virus and will rise to the challenge of overcoming
and exciting event, as it is every year. No doubt, you too
political unrest and social injustice. We will prevail
can recall many beautiful things about your family’s
together.
experience this last year at Summerfield. The farm, the
Blessings on our school and our Summerfield
sandbox, the coffee cart, the morning handshake, that
community.
parting kiss at the Kindergarten gate…
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from governance council

Summerfield’s Position
Statement on Racism
As a member of the Association of Waldorf Schools of
North America (AWSNA) Summerfield stands with this
excerpt from our association’s Diversity Statement,
which is in our Parent Handbook:
“It is a fundamental goal of our education to bring
students to an understanding and experience of
the common humanity of all the world’s peoples,
transcending the stereotypes, prejudices, and divisive
barriers of classification by sex, race and nationality.
We most emphatically reject racism in all its forms,
and embrace the 11 principles of common humanity
expressed by the founder of Waldorf education,
Rudolf Steiner: ‘[We] must cast aside the division into
races. [We] must seek to unite people of all races and
nations, and to bridge the divisions and differences
between various groups of people’.”

We, the Summerfield community past, present and
future do emphatically reject the racism of our
world and institutions that has so impacted our
past and present and, though differently, each of us.
Our history and our current events strengthen our
resolve as a school to educate young people to honor
and respect the humanity of all people regardless
of difference and to become able to recognize our
differences can unite us and make us stronger, and
that every human should have equal rights and
freedoms. We strive for our education to develop the
capacities in young people to imagine, transform and
create the communities and societies where these
ideals can become real.
Our hearts join in mourning with all those who have
suffered and died at the hands of injustice, prejudice
and racism here in our county, our country and
throughout the world.
—Ignacio Garat, Jason Gross and Rachel McGarva
The Governance Council on behalf of the
Summerfield Community
see page eight for awsna’s newsletter with parent resources

Black Lives Matter
As we all endure the pain and isolation the pandemic
has caused everyone throughout the world, it has
become the stage on which racism in America has
become visible to all, raising its ugly head once again
with the brutal killings of George Floyd at the hands
and knee of Minneapolis police, the shooting of jogger
Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia, and that of EMT Breonna
Taylor in Kentucky [pictured above]. In addition,
Covid-19 is hitting black and brown people harder
than other groups, showing the social and economic
inequalities that plague our nation.
Waldorf Education was born out of the ideals for a
healthy social life that Rudolf Steiner clearly articulated—Freedom in the Cultural/Educational sphere,
Equality, Justice and Respect for every single human
being under the laws people agree to follow and an
economy in which each individual has a profession
with meaning and purpose and earns a living wage.
As Waldorf teachers and parents, we attempt to
protect our children from the hardening influences
of the modern world, yet in doing this we must not
close ourselves off from the experience of African
American as well as all minority children and adults
who encounter racism, hate and inequality starting
from early in life. We must strengthen our processes
of making ourselves more aware and teach our
children in developmentally appropriate ways to
understand racism in all its forms, its history and birth
from human nature so we can help a new generation
imagine and build the free, equal just and respectbased society we are striving for.
As we grieve, protest and feel anger for the loss of the
lives of these young African Americans, may our dear
Summerfield community not only condemn racism,
sexism, injustice and inequality but pledge to strive
together consciously to examine and explore racism,
injustice and prejudices that may live in our own
hearts, community and world. Every Waldorf School is
a blessing, but we have a responsibility. The time for
action and change is now!
—Don Basmajian
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Finding Our Way in the ‘Not Knowing’
developing courage for the challenges of our time
By America Worden, High School Teacher
These first summer mornings, there is usually a special joy in the
moment after waking: the realization that it isn’t a school day.
Instead, a whole, wide sunshiny expanse of time stretches out
before school starts again! This year, I notice the joy is mixed with
the peculiar falling sensation of having no idea what lies on the
other side of summer, or even a clear vista on summer itself. I
cannot remember ever living with the level of uncertainty we find
ourselves in in this moment.
What I do know
is devastating:
hundreds of
thousands of
people are dying;
millions have lost
their livelihoods.
Black and brown
lives continue to
be murdered and
plundered with
impunity. The
natural world is
being desecrated
for the insane
profit of the few at
the expense of all
george floyd by jake messing, 2020
children. Powerful
jake is a summerfield alum (class of 2000), professional artist
leaders are inciting
and teacher, and parent of a rising kindergartener at the school.
reproduced by kind permission of the artist.
violence, hate and
ignorance. Medias
of distraction are corroding the truth. The streets are filled with
fire. We cannot see each others’ faces.
In this context, we have been “gathering”
on each other’s screens— pixelated in
postage stamp kitchens and living rooms—
to celebrate the work of students and
teachers and families, to say goodbye, thank
you, congratulations, we will meet again
(somehow). Each time I click out of these
“meetings”, in the uncanny moments of return
to my own kitchen table, I have been thinking
about not knowing.
We do not know.
We do not know whether school will begin on
August 3rd or August 24th.
russian river
watershed by
We do not know what school
farranika barnum,
tenth grade
will be like when we return.
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We do not even
know what will
happen this
summer. The
uncertainty is
fractal: it appears
at all scales: our
physical and
financial health,
our places of work,
our communities,
our state, our
nations, our world.

in the light by leo klein
reproduced by kind permission of the artist

Not knowing is a state that Waldorf teachers encourage in our
students. We even prolong it intentionally. Inside the experience
of not knowing is where learning happens. I often picture not
knowing as an actual place, a place between what is known and
what will be known. It is from this place that new perspectives
and ideas are born, like stars flaring forth from the darkness.
In the space of not knowing, new connections form, like spidersilk across impossible distances, or the underground webs of
mycelium, sparks of electricity flashing between synapses.
We ask our students to enter into not knowing in trust. Trust,
on the most surface level, in school as a worthwhile endeavor.
Beneath this, we ask them to trust in their relationships with us as
teachers and guides. We ask them to trust in themselves as human
beings, each on their own unique quest to gather what they need
to bring their gifts into the world. And, hardest to speak of, but
most inhering, we ask them to trust in the unfolding of life, around
us and through us. It is from life—inner and
outer—that they learn and become.
Waldorf schools task themselves with
intentionally fostering this deep-down trust
in life and in self: through stories and songs,
in activities that create agency and meaning,
in encounters with the natural world. The
curriculum is not content-focused, it is
experience-based, so that life can come into
it and be created by it. Students are regularly
asked to leap from the shores of knowing
into the place of not knowing, and to hang
out there, trusting that they will be met. That
trust catalyses connections that lead to insight.
When they say “I know!” it does not refer to
what they know but to who they have become
by finding out.

We do not know what will
happen. But we can ask
ourselves (as George does
in many faculty meetings):
“What wills to happen?” which
is a totally different question.
What is it that is coming to life
through this uncertainty? Can
we experience this time, when
what we thought we knew has
been unravelled, as a doorway
into a place where new forms
are possible? With our hearts
newly cracked open, can we
learn how to make a better
world?

commentary

Ending Racism,
Becoming Human

courage for the future by jennifer bundey
reproduced by kind permission of the artist

Ms. Sternik [our Third Grade teacher, and new Chair of College]
brought this passage from Rudolf Steiner to a meeting of teachers
a few weeks ago, and I have been re-reading it since. It is from his
seventh lecture to young doctors, given in January 1924:
“Courage must be developed. I have told you that courage is all
around us. Air is an illusion; it is courage that is everywhere around
us. If we are really to live in the world in which we breathe, we
need courage. If we are timid or cowardly, if we do not live together
with the world but exclude ourselves from it, we breathe only in
semblance. What is above all things for medicine is courage, the
courage to heal.”

Healing takes courage. Not knowing takes courage. Trusting in life
takes courage. It takes courage to look into the world right now
and imagine that what is unraveling—or has always been wrong—
can be re-woven into a more just, more true, more beautiful world,
not in some vague,
michael with the heavenly chariot by david newbatt
romantic sense but
reproduced by kind permission of the artist
in the particulars,
one meaningful
action at a time.
And it takes
courage to act, not
from fear, but from
wild love of what
we can imagine.
Learning takes
courage. Let us
continue to learn all
summer long, and
when we return,
however we do, let
us be prepared in
our not knowing to
use what we have to
heal all we can.

Babies, before they learn to form
words, are capable of making all
conceivable sounds, even sounds that never occur
in the languages spoken around them. As they are
formed by the languages they are born into, they lose
this “tongue delirium” and acquire speech. Culture
shapes us in similar ways, entraining our innately open
hearts and minds to norms and values that allow us to
connect and belong. It also entrains us into prejudice,
narrowing our ability to experience what is before us.
Racism is woven into the culture of the United States
from the very beginning, in the plundering of Native
lands and the enslaving of African peoples, and
continues throughout our history right up into the
current moment. It is imprinted within our consciousness in layered and interlocking ways in all of us.
It is our deep responsibility, as a school, as parents,
and individuals, to train ourselves and our students
to see racism where it occurs—in ourselves, in our
communities, in our culture—and to actively work
against it. If we turn away from this task, we trap
ourselves and each other in the roles of oppressor and
oppressed, and continue the centuries-old trauma of
racist violence.
George Floyd’s murder, most recent in a legacy of
murder, and the devastating inequities laid bare for
all to see by the coronavirus, are catalyzing a new
wave of awareness and action, and creating a vital
challenge to all of us, and particularly to our school
community.
Let each of us work ceaselessly in the coming weeks
and months, and for the rest of our lives, to face with
humility and courage the racism in ourselves and our
history. Let us engage as a community in the difficult
conversations necessary—listening deeply, questioning
deeply, speaking honestly—to form a culture where
each human being is free to bring their gifts into the
world. This is the task of Waldorf education, and it is the
task, more basically, of being human.
—America Worden, for The Messenger
America is an alum of the San Francisco Waldorf School (grade school) and
Summerfield’s high school (grades 9-11). She left Summerfield to attend
the United World College of the Atlantic, an international school in Wales
fostering cross-cultural communication and peace-building. America has a
BS in Native American Studies from UC Berkeley, an MSc in Holistic Science
from Schumacher College and an MA in counseling psychology from the
California Institute of Integral Studies. She joined Summerfield’s faculty
in 2012 as the seventh-tenth grade counselor, but left that position when
she became a mother to two young children (one of whom is now a Red
Rose kindergartener). She now teaches part time in the high school and is a
practicing psychotherapist.
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The following was sent out this week, on June 1, by the leadership of the Association of Waldorf Schools of North America…

teacher news

A Response to Injustice

Third Grade Teacher Announced

Dear AWSNA Community Members,
We send this email today acknowledging societal injustice
and the resulting anger that has escalated throughout the
United States this past week. We offer our thoughts to the
communities of City of Lakes Waldorf School and Minnesota
Waldorf School, so near the epicenter of the protests
spurred by the murder of George Floyd. We grieve for the
family of George Floyd and are outraged by the unjust
acts perpetrated by police officers whose very task it is to
protect their communities. We are once again reminded of
the systemic racism that exists within the United States.
Yet we recognize that sadness and outrage are not enough.
At the foundation of Waldorf education lies the mission of
social renewal. As Waldorf educators, we hold the dignity
of life and the human being at the center of our work. It
is our responsibility to bear witness to what is happening
in the world, to elevate the voices of marginalized people,
to change the course of inequities, and to break down
structural prejudice in all forms where it exists, particularly
in Waldorf education.
[In approving the AWSNA Member Commitment to
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion statement, in June 2019],
the Association and member schools and institutes agreed
to strengthen diversity, equity, and inclusion. As such,
advancing DEI is one of the guiding forces behind AWSNA’s
strategic priorities. The AWSNA executive team is spending
more time than ever asking the following questions:
• How do I participate, consciously or unconsciously, in systemic racism?
• What meaningful actions will I take in service to the leadership and
agency of people of color?
• Where are the possibilities for me to prioritize racial justice in my
work to further Waldorf education?

We know many of you have taken up the work of DEI in
meaningful ways within your communities. We invite you
to join us in exploring these questions and in elevating your
school’s commitment to social justice initiatives.
In addition to the resources and discussions located in the
DEI Community in the AWSNA Community Hub, we hope you
find the following to be helpful:
How to Talk to Children about Racism and Violence:
centerracialjustice.org/resources/resources-for-talking-about-raceracism-and-racialized-%20%20violence-with-kids/
Array Now: a compilation of African American independent films:
arraynow.com
Teaching Tolerance: Teaching about race, racism, and police violence:
tolerance.org/moment/racism-and-police-violence
75 Things White People Can Do for Racial Justice:
medium.com/equality-includes-you/what-white-people-can-do-forracial-justice-f2d18b0e0234

Blessings on your work,
Beverly Amico, Stephanie Rynas, and Melanie Reiser
for the Association of Waldorf Schools of North America
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The Lower School Core Group
is excited to announce that
Lower School Coordinator David
French will be switching gears
to become the Class Three Lead
Teacher this fall.
The Lower School Team
valued David as their effective
coordinator, but David felt strongly called to the
children and parents of this class, to take them through
to their eighth grade graduation. We are excited for
the families and children to receive such a loving,
dedicated, organized, and experienced teacher whom
the children already know. Given our uncertain times
ahead, it is indeed a benefit for them to begin this new
leg of their journey with a teacher they trust and love.
David has a strong background in Waldorf Education
as a class teacher, in addition to various committee
work, mentoring and teaching in teacher trainings.
Having taught third grade twice, it’s no surprise that
David most recently taught teachers in the third
grade curriculum training at Sunbridge College in
New York this past summer.
Please join us in supporting and welcoming David
as he becomes the lead teacher of this beautifully
formed class!
~Tricia Walker, Andrea VanderPluym, and
Andrea Jolicoeur (for the Lower School Core Group)

Farm Stand
The Farm Stand will be open all
summer long! We’re just starting to
harvest our first bunches of carrots
and beets this week, and will have
plenty of vegetables and eggs.
Please come and support the farm!
~ Farmer Dana

Summer Farm, Circus &
Trapeze Camps Cancelled
Under present conditions, as specified by the County
Health Department, we are unable to offer our normal
summer camp programs. Thank you for your patience
and understanding. We will miss seeing all of our
wonderful campers this summer! ~ Summer Camp Team

We Proudly Announce the Commencement
of the 2020 Eighth Grade Class
Kenia Altamirano-Martinez •
Samuel Azur • Madeline Felton
• Lia Grace French • Declan Gannon
• Stephen Gerner • Oscar Gibbons •
Cecilia Hallinan Becker • Song Held •
Noemi Huber • Nyla Johnson • Violet Kelp •
Jaxson Lee • Julian Mahrer • Grace Martinelli •
Caroline McKenzie • Zoe Milcoff •
Justeen Moritz-Wood • Tindra Niklasson •
Jaden Olauson • Samantha Patton •
Krystal Richardson-Zembekis • Julianna
Sansone • Nayeli Sierra • Savannah Sloan •
AhshayLa Sousa • Zara Stone • Mira Sugino •
Myles Texel • Stella Wardlaw •
Kent Worthington • Hongzhe Zhu

Farm to Feast LIVE! 2020
It is with deep gratitude and care for our community that
we share the news that Farm to Feast LIVE! has raised
$73,852 to date for SWSF’s Resiliency Fund.

•

“We all felt super blessed after watching last night. Great reminder of how fortunate we
are to have this school and community.”

•

“This was a fabulous virtual event!! I’m so glad you were all able to put on some sort of
Farm to Feast event as a reminder of how amazing the Summerfield Waldorf School and
Farm education is!”

•

“Well done! I was in tears most of the time. Thank you. Very touching.”

•

“The webinar was BEAUTIFUL! I loved it. Well done!”

•

“So incredibly heartfelt. ❤ Such a beautiful job!!!”

photos: top - miguel salmeron; others - charlotte mandrier

It was a precious moment in time where we gathered together,
at 5:30pm on Saturday evening one week ago, in celebration of
our community, to watch an inspired presentation online, rather than gathering together
in person. The outpouring of appreciation, inspiration and joy following the evening was
a gift to us that we would like to share with you, our community members, as we close this
school year:

If you would still like to make a gift to the Resiliency Fund,
you are welcome to donate, make a pledge online, or mail a
check to SWSF. Any gift is impactful, but please know that
your presence in our community is the greatest gift!
You can also view a recording of Farm to Feast LIVE!
All of these resources are available at farmtofeast.org.
Sincerely,
Caryn Stone, Development Director and Sarah MacPhail, Development Associate
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June in the Summerfield Farmyard:
a month of calm and new growth
By Farmer Dan, Farming & Practical Arts Teacher
The flexibility of seeds under the rough hand of the wind; the
tenaciousness of weeds rising throughout the newly-planted
rows of crops; the wind breaking open the clouds, releasing
silver showers of rain on sunburned faces and parched ground;
the flat-bed truck filled with freshly pulled garlic waiting to
be unloaded and hung in the drying shed… All these things
happening simultaneously on any given early summer morning on
Summerfield Farm is like an orchestra for the senses.
In the foreground
of the farmer’s
consciousness are
plants growing,
weather changing,
animals needing
care, soils needing
weeding and
watering, fences
needing mending
and beauty needing
to be noticed. Yes, it is a seriously spontaneous thing to feel the
cool breeze of joy and gratitude, to experience the sheer delight
just to be alive on a fresh morning in June in this struggling
world. Luther Standing Bear of the Oglala Lakota (a tribe of
the Sioux Nation) notices his immersion into the natural world
when observing that: “Nothing in nature lives for itself. Rivers
don’t drink their own water. Trees don’t eat their own fruit. The
sun doesn’t shine for itself. Flowers don’t spread fragrance for
themselves. Living for others is the rule of nature.”
Then, too, there are the sounds, the melodious call of the
meadowlark, the mournful cry of the whip-poor-will, the
reassuring coo of the morning doves against the backdrop of the
cheerful voices of the young aftercare children permitted back on
the farm after many weeks,
happily playing on the swings
under the walnut tree and on
the old, retired International
tractor. Wendell, the farm dog,
barks excitedly when he spies
and catches a gopher; over a
hundred hens are cackling at
once as they lay their morning
eggs; the ducks squawk and
tear around in the sparkling
duck pond with water as
clean as a freshly-drawn bath;
and sheep bleating out their
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requests for more
wheel-barrow
loads of fresh
weeds, please,
from the farmers
weeding the onion rows. The red-tailed hawk, however, watches
it all silently from high above in the wind-swept branches of the
towering valley oak, then swoops down for a gopher brunch he
carries away on a gust of wind, all done as soundlessly as the huge
gopher snake sliding between the garden beds likewise looking
for an early snack. It is easy to listen to the musical farmyard with
an open heart, as well as to acknowledge the parent in search of a
freshly-laid dozen eggs who walks down to tell me, “It is so quiet
on the farm”… while the ever-present mood-music or symphony of
the natural world plays on, as refreshingly energizing as washing
your face with fresh rainwater.
Childhood plays
such a huge role
in the grace of
one’s life taking
flight. When our
Development team
recently presented
us with a beautiful,
succinct, touching
little film vignette
of Summerfield’s
striving to grow healthy children in a healthy community, the word
“tribe” to embellish the idea of “community” was used when it was
mentioned that “Summerfield feels like my tribe.” Tribe is defined
as “a group of natural persons having common character, interest
and culture.” (Webster). That definition was then embodied with
a photo-montage of our beloved circus tent with the starry-sky
interior and children of all ages performing in the “Big Top”, from
humble clowns to exotic acrobats. Senior buddies were shown
passing roses to their little first grade buddies on the first week of
school, everybody all smiles. A new lamb was shown being nuzzled
by a mama cow. Girls and young women from all the grades were
shown swirling around in colorful dresses, with everyone adorned
with garlands of flowers in their hair and smiling from ear to ear,
at last year’s May Faire. Hand-crafted birdhouses were shown in
an impressive grouping freshly made by third graders, followed by
excited, smiling Farm to Feasters dancing under colored lights at
the annual Summerfield Farm fundraiser, with rows of homemade
butter also shaken from fresh cream by the third graders and
each little Mason jar topped with a fresh spring flower adding to
the festive occasion. Then a band of merry kindergarteners were

shown gleefully scampering
down the apple row under the
watchful eyes of their proud
teachers, while Maple and
a couple of other farm cows
stood chewing their cuds and
watchfully ruminating over the
scampering children with their
patient “What’s the hurry?” look.
High school students, current
and former, provided several
touching musical interludes. It
seems so important that when
our world fractures, families have
a secure place, community, or
tribe to be embedded or enfolded in to withstand the emotional
buffeting and to find support and nurturing to recharge their
children and families. Besides a stellar, living education, life-long
friendships and relationships are formed and round out family life
in the healthiest of ways, not unlike those internalized growing
up in a rural farm community in the mid-west. This all seems so
important in an increasingly technologically-dominated world.
While it has
been kind of a
choppy year for
the classrooms,
with the October
fires and the
Coronavirus,
the farm and the
land have carried
merrily along. Well,
certainly not so
merrily without
the students present. Sometimes students around grade six, when
helping to shovel manure or do a lesson or two of weeding, are
prone to inquire why “they” pay so much to go to a school where
they end up doing “slave labor” on our farm. Now will be easier
to help them with an answer that is embedded at the end of the
question. “Our farm” is the key. The farm is the community’s, the
tribe’s, and without each and everyone’s help, it certainly would
not be SWS and Farm. Schooling and nurturing, strong, lifeenriching Will forces do not happen purely in the intellect, in the
classroom, during a lecture, or at a desk. As Steiner reminded us,
we learn with our head, our heart, and our hands. So digging in,
my friends, is what we do together.

Farm Camp customers at hand
due to Covid cancellations of
the usual Summerfield summer
camps.
The French writer Christian
Bobin wrote that “The sweetness
of life is the movement of an
eternal life in the life of today.”
So please try to savor some of
life’s sweetness as your summers’
unfold.
In closing, while living in Oregon
years ago, I loved to go clamming
in the summers and recently came across this prose poem of Mary
Oliver’s that speaks of the humble clam, and of us:

Clam by mary oliver
Each one is a small life, but sometimes long, if its
place in the universe is not found out. Like us, they
have a heart and a stomach; they know hunger, and
probably a little satisfaction too. Do not mock them
for their gentleness, they have a muscle that loves
being alive. They pull away from the light. They pull
down. They hold themselves together. They refuse to
open.
But sometimes they lose their place and are tumbled
shoreward in a storm. Then they pant, they fill
with sand, they have no choice but must open the
smallest crack. Then the fire of the world touches
them. Perhaps, on such days, they too begin the
terrible effort of thinking, of wondering “who”, and
“what”, and “why”. If they can bury themselves again in
the sand they will. If not, they are sure to perish,
though not quickly. They also have resources beyond
the flesh; they also try very hard not to die.

Please have a safe, inspiring and refreshing summer break!
Warmly from Summerfield Farm,
Farmer Dan

It is summertime, once again. Perhaps many of us will not travel
so far from home this summer as in years past, but perhaps will
travel inward a little deeper and hold our dear children a little
closer. If you are around and in need of nutritionally-enriched and
restorative Biodynamically-grown vegetables, please come by and
support our Farm Stand “store”, as we will not have our Circus and
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farewell to departing faculty
As happens every year, we find ourselves bidding a sad but fond farewell
to faculty who are moving on to new things. We wanted to acknowledge
the many years of dedicated service these dear people have given to
Summerfield. We will miss you!

the community and we are sad to say
goodbye to her and her daughters.
Amanda felt the yearning for home,
Canada, where she will be taking on a
new First Grade class.
—Laura Sternik

Tim Allen
from early childhood

Line Westman

Erin Hallinan

We bid a most
fond farewell to
our dear Red Rose
kindergarten teacher,
Miss Line, who, after
16 years of service to
the school, is traveling back across the
sea to Scandinavia from whence she
came.

Another treasured
teacher will be
moving on to other
pursuits after this
school year. Our dear
Miss Erin has most
recently worn the apron of assistant
teacher in the kindergartens. Prior
to that, she taught in the Roots and
Shoots and Blossoms programs
where she was both an assistant
and Lead Teacher. Miss Erin arrived
at Summerfield 14 years ago when
her daughter Cecy was just 10
months old. Her presence has been
a blessing for us all; her singing and
sewing and cooking have enriched
our offerings and her loving care has
been showered on so many of our
Summerfield children. A fine teacher,
Erin will be so very missed. Blessedly,
Healdsburg is not as far away as
Denmark, and she will be returning
now and again to substitute teach for
us in the early childhood village. Thank
you, Erin, for all you have shared with
us over the years!

During her time at Summerfield, Line
has taught in our Roots and Shoots
program and in the kindergartens;
she has served as an Early Childhood
Core Group member, College member
and on the Board. Many interns have
been been inspired by her work
over the years, and her colleagues
have benefited from her dedication,
crafting wizardry and invaluable
insights into the the development of
the young child.
Of course, the many children Line has
held in her care over the years will
reap the benefits throughout their
lives. I have seen quite a few from the
high school seek her out on campus
just to receive a reassuring Miss Line
hug. I find myself needing one from
time to time!

clipart courtesy fcit.

The children in Denmark will soon be
delighted by her warm smile, gentle
ways, mastery of the art of Waldorf
teaching and her gift for
transforming a space
into the coziest of
cozy places to be.
Knowing that Line will
be reunited with her
two eldest sons will help
make the transition
an easier but still
bittersweet one for
all of us who care for
her. Vi elsker dig
(We love you) Miss Line!
—Catherine Schlager
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—Catherine Schlager

from lower school

Amanda Butterworth
Amanda joined
Summerfield two
years ago to take
the new First Grade.
Everyone was
delighted, not only
to have a teacher
with such a warm
and inviting name, but to welcome a
young, enthusiastic new pedagogue
into our midst. In the last two years
Amanda has lovingly formed a healthy
group of children, wonderfully
prepared for the next school year.
She has made many dear friends in

Tim Allen enjoyed
twelve years of
Waldorf education
here at Summerfield
as a child, and
graduated from
Summerfield High School in 1997. In
June of 2012, Tim graduated his first
class of eighth grade students after
taking them since second grade, then
cycled around to take his second class
from first grade to their eighth grade
commencement this weekend.
It has been a delight to see Tim Allen
grow and develop from a wide-eyed,
eager child in the Lower School at
Summerfield into a courageous, young
man who is willing to rattle old forms
and bring new impulses into every
aspect of his life as a Waldorf Teacher.
Tim took daring steps to create new
musical instruments with students as
well as to kindle a fire in middle school
students as they invented moveable
toys! Even though he is young in years,
Tim has become a seasoned Class
Teacher who has earned the love and
respect of his students, parents and
colleagues.
We wish him well as he takes the next
step on his path, and we are grateful
that he has left beautiful threads in
the tapestry that is the heart of the
Summerfield community.
—Don Basmajian

from high school

Fred Bassett
Fred began teaching
Physics and Math
at Summerfield in
2003. At first, he
developed courses
while completing
his teacher training at Rudolf
Steiner College during the summers.
Gradually, he became a master of
demonstrating particular experiments

so that students could experience the
development of the sciences of physics
and astronomy. For 16 years, Fred, with
his truck and camper, led sailing trips
to San Francisco Bay for Open Week.
Twice, he served as class advisor for
groups of students.
Fred’s enthusiasm reached into eighth
grade Physics where students fondly
remember building rockets, while
tenth graders competed in bridgebuilding competitions. Astronomy
field trips to Pepperwood became
legendary for eleventh graders.
Finally, Fred’s initiative has shone
through in his development of Maker
courses which encourage individual
inventiveness. A whole generation
of students benefited from learning
Physics from Fred, through many,
many hands-on experiments. We are
grateful for his ongoing hard work and
considerable organizational capacities
that made this possible.
—Beth Weisburn

from spanish

Veronica Seidemann
Veronica prepared her
classes well. thinking
them through
very responsibly
and creatively. For
every grade she had
different approaches
in mind. When she
prepared her classes in the mornings,
the details were spread out as written
material, with lots of colorful pencils,
crayons, books or beautiful fabric, little
dolls and other creatures, and many
crafts and artistic ideas. Her desk in
the teacher’s lounge always looked as
lively and colorful as her lessons were
described by students.
Veronica sees students, loves to teach,
and is a teacher with a real passion.
She is a teacher who teaches with the
deep cultural experience of having
lived an international life.
We will never forget that morning
during a teachers’ conference, when
everybody in the room was asked to be
part of a musical improvisation. Señora
Veronica Seidemann surprised herself
and the whole faculty during this
session with an incredible percussion

solo. We witnessed a colleague who
has lots of energy, lots of will and
courage to be vulnerable and, at the
same time, to be playful and intuitively
successful.
Summerfield wishes, dear Veronica,
that you will pursue your dreams. May
you surprise yourself and others, and
may your gifts serve and strengthen
you and others!
We hope that you have found the
school where you will become the
class teacher you’ve always wanted to
be. All the best!
—Isabel Wundsam

from practical arts

Lisa York Wilde
It is an honor to be
able to share a few
words about my good
friend and departing
colleague, Ms. Wilde.
We have worked
together as Special
Subject teachers at Summerfield for
almost twenty years. Before I add a few
of my own reflections, here are some
parting thoughts for Lisa from three
other teachers who have also worked
closely with her:
“I have had a lot of fun working alongside Lisa,
enjoying her independent spirit, warmth and
vast knowledge of all fibre arts. Going into the
handwork classes with Lisa has been a privilege.
I never knew when she might surprise the
students and I with an anecdote, story, or a new
technique. Our friendship will continue, but I will
miss seeing her in the handwork room.”
—Barb Kobabe
“Lisa is not just a handwork teacher, she is a
weaver of threads, a dyer of wool, a spinner of
yarns, a felter of slippers, a knitter of socks . . .
and I could go on and on. In the time Lisa has
been at SWSF, your children have also gotten to
do many of these things, and more. Thank you,
Lisa, for your many years of unlimited offerings.
We have all gained skills, capacities, and a love
of fibers under your skillful care and guidance.”
—Ronni Sands
“I know Lisa as a quiet but incredibly strong,
wise woman. She has brought a true depth
of knowledge about fiber arts and beauty to
the students and the school. I admire Lisa’s
courage to set her own course, professionally
or personally. She is self-reliant, sets a high
standard for herself, and combines that
high standard with remarkable warmth and
thoughtful patience with others who are in the
process of finding their own path.”
—Saskia Pothof

Once upon a time, I was married to
quite an amazing Waldorf teacher
in Maine who was very loved by her
students and, when she had to leave
her class after second grade for
unexpected reasons, one of her little
students wrote her this note: “Dear
Ms. Estey, I loved you as a teacher and
as a person. You were so much like us.
It’s hard to say goodbye. But goodbye.
Lucia.” I love how children can be so
direct at saying goodbye sometimes,
while being heart-breakingly poignant
at the same time. I have never been
very good at saying goodbye, so after
I had agreed to write this farewell for
Lisa, I then called upon other faculty
friends to help me write it. They have
done a wonderful job.
Lisa has been my “faculty buddy” ever
since the Lower School thought many
years ago that it would be helpful to
pair up with another faculty member
to sort of confide in about our work
together with the students on a more
ground level.
Everyone is aware of the amazing gifts
and talents Ms. Wilde brings to Waldorf
handwork curriculums in every
grade she teaches. There are literally
hundreds of pairs of socks out there,
exotic woven scarfs, playful stuffed
animals, felted slippers, you name it, all
over the country and even the world,
that Lisa helped to inspire by stoking
the latent wills of growing students, if
you think of “will” as the inner activity
behind the outer force of our limbs.
While how a thought, or a feeling,
moves the muscles of our limbs is
outside our waking consciousness, Lisa
has always been acutely aware that
to educate the will we must learn to
perceive the will. So that, I think, is how
she became such a great teacher—by
striving to perceive the will which is
consciously imperceivable and to learn
how to work with that effervescent
idea that helps children to enter into
the joy of self-creating, empowered by
the development of strong will forces.
She is a wonderful person in so many
ways, a gifted teacher, a wonderful
colleague, and a dear friend. I will miss
her insights, her striving, her power
and her fragility, as well as her basic
decent inner humanity. And yes, it IS
hard to say goodbye. But goodbye.
—Dan Kranstover
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From the Dye Garden
By Lisa York Wilde, Handwork Teacher
Five years ago, Summerfield
Waldorf School & Farm
established a dye garden
in honor of our former
Handwork and Art Teacher
Jacqueline McCauliffe, who
crossed the threshold in
lisa harvesting in the dye garden
2013. Located just behind the
ArtTech building, the dye garden now produces a relatively small
percentage of dye that is used in dyeing the lower school’s yarn—
some 60-80 pounds of wool—which is then used throughout the
year by lower school students in our vibrant handwork curriculum.

persicaria tinctoria leaves, harvested plants and dyed skeins in a range of indigo colors

In early May, 150 starts of Persicaria tinctoria (Indigo) were
planted. Indigo is an annual that grows to about 3 feet. It is a
beautiful, lush plant whose leaves resemble basil with tiny, pink
blossoms appearing in the summer months. The important
dye substance is in the leaves. It is a colorless compound called
Indican. After a process of extraction, it is converted into Indigotin
which is insoluble and dark blue. It is more complex than many
plant dyes and all the more rewarding. When the fiber is lifted out
of the vat, it is a yellow green. With exposure to the air, it slowly
transforms into the treasured Indigo Blue. Indican is in several
unrelated plants around the world, and its use as a dye dates back
to the 4th century B.C. It was a major crop in America before
synthetic dyes in the late 1800’s.
Also treasured and renowned by the dyer is Rubia Tinctorium
(Madder root). The stems of this plant also grow up to 3 feet tall,
bearing downward-pointing prickles. The leaves grow in whorls,
and the ripe seed berries are black. It takes 3-4 years for the red
color to develop in the roots which gives a coral to reddish-orange
rubia tinctorium plants, drying dyed skeins made from the madder, and the finished wool
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color. This spring,
a portion of the
crop was harvested,
and consecutive
plantings will take
place in order
to have a yearly
harvest. Madder
has been the source
of a red alizarin
dyed wool from madder
dye, dating back
to 3000 B.C. It became of great importance in Europe between the
16-18th centuries. The Dutch monopolized production until the 19th
century, when alizarin became the first natural dye to be produced
synthetically.
There are several plants in the garden that give yellows and golds:
Coreopsis, Marigolds, Dyers Chamomile, and Weld. Many colors
can be achieved singularly, and multiple shades can be achieved
through over-dyeing.
For example, greens
can be achieved by
first dyeing with a
yellow-giving dye
plant and then overdyed with Indigo to
get various shades of
green.
coreopsis plant and drying dyed skeins
Dyeing the wool each summer is a fairly involved process, and the
timing and access to the farm kitchen has so far precluded this
specific task from being a direct part of the curriculum during the
school year. That said, students have helped at different stages of
the process, and one eighth grade class dyed wool for a fundraiser.
Although the garden itself is still in its early-stages of
development, our long-term hope is that students will have the
chance to witness and be a part of the full life-cycle of the dyed
wool from the shearing of the sheep to tending the plants in the
dye garden to creating their beautiful handwork projects.
The joy of growing dye plants from germination to harvest to the
dye pot is very rewarding. We give thanks and appreciation to
Dana Revallo, Chelsea Young and Barb Kobabe for working on and
holding the vision of the dye garden.
finished student projects using dyed wool: second grade dolls and fourth grade pouches

Nature Spirals
gigi turkalj

andrew fletcher

the seventh graders each found their
own way to tackle a geometry
block assignment from home
—to build a spiral using
objects from
nature

elan bloom

paloma ledesmaweiss

bena chen
olive milcoff

aimira leuzinger

nellie and maria traver

sarah tippy

cosette wood

isadora page
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Staying the Course...
a family of four summerfield graduates
reflects on their journey at the school
Interview by Adam MacKinnon, Editor
With the graduation of Mando from the Senior Class, the Ramos
family has now had all four of their boys graduate High School
at Summerfield: Gabe (‘Baggy’) in 2012; Danny in 2013; Javy in
2017; Mando in 2020. The Messenger took this opportunity to engage
parents Enrique Ramos and Natalie Cool-Ramos in conversation
about their experience. (For those readers that know the family,
you won’t be surprised that Natalie did most of the talking!)

the ramos family on a trip to pamplona, spain in 2016 to see the running of the bulls.
three of enrique’s grandparents were from spain, and the famly managed to find his
grandmother’s house during their minivan trip around all of spain

Can you share with us what drew you to Waldorf education, and
to Summerfield in particular?

a temptation, that you might think you’re going to get apples for
oranges, but you’re not.

Natalie: “We never thought we could go “private” with our Waldorf
education. We assumed the only way we could do it was by doing
charter school, and we started there at Woodland Star in Sonoma.
We first learned about Waldorf from my sister and Enrique’s
brother who both had children in Waldorf in Lexington, MA.
Whenever I asked my sister for any parenting advice, she would
always say, ‘Put them in Waldorf… Put them in Waldorf!’ Because
there’s a consistency in Waldorf that isn’t there in modern life.
Routines, rhythms are so crucial. I visited the school in Lexington,
and just fell in love with it—it tugged at my heartstrings, and I was
completely sold! Enrique was not as sure about it, but he just took
my word…

“Being at Summerfield gave all of them this wonderful basis that
they understand and appreciate. I would hate to have had some of
my kids go through one approach and then have the others unable
to relate to them. So I’m really glad we committed to Summerfield
for all four of our boys. One size fits all in this family, so to speak!”

danny as st. michael in the michaelmas pageant

“Danny was our first child to
attend Summerfield—that was
in 2007, so we’re now coming
to the end of what has been 13
years here. We were expecting
to have our boys at different
schools, but when both Mando
and Javy’s wonderful teachers
decided to leave Woodland Star, we decided to make the switch
over to Summerfield with all the boys.”
And you stayed at Summerfield, through four children at the
school. How did you manage?

Natalie: “Throughout the long journey, at different points I had
been the one to start questioning… gosh, is this really worth it?
We don’t have millions of dollars—why are we doing this? So,
although, I had been the one to get us into it, now it was Enrique
who was always the one to insist that we stay the course: “We’re
not doing anything but Waldorf,” he would say!
“Our doubts were always primarily financial. I was always 100%
in support of the education. There was actually a point when
Danny wanted to go to a public school after eighth grade, but after
shadowing, he said “Mama, just put me in the school you want!”
Even with the possibility of free tuition, for example, at Credo, we
still stayed with Summerfield. Because, yes, there is going to be
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What role did the unique Summerfield community play?
Natalie: “The community was a big motivation for us: we wanted
to be around people who were like-minded and bringing up their
kids in similar ways. It didn’t have to be exact for us—but we
figured that if we could get collaboration with 75% of our values
having a similar match with 75% of the parents, then we would
have this automatic safety net of people whose kids we wanted our
kids to be around.”
How did you manage logistically, living for most of the time in
Sonoma?
Natalie: “It was a 45-minute commute; there were some parent
evenings I had to miss, not many but some. And my mother
helped us out for some time, and then the moment Baggy got his
driver’s license, that was it, he was the chauffeur! We were lucky
that Summerfield was the kind of place that Mando could hang out
all day… waiting after school for his older brothers to be done with
high school or sports. After a while, though, Ms. Sternik (Mando’s
teacher at the time) encouraged us to move closer to make things
easier, so we leased out our home and rented in Santa Rosa. We
did that for some years while we could afford it.”
And for many years, you hosted an openinvitation playdate for the boys in the
class after school every Friday.
Can you tell us about that?
Natalie: “It began in order to help out the
parents in our class that were in teachertraining. We opened up our house and
invited everybody. And boy, they showed
up! We would make any food we had, and

mando as the nurse
in romeo and juliet

parents would bring food too. I remember that Colin had never
had a grilled cheese sandwich in his life: “Please, please, please,
teach my mom how to make this!” he said. The boys would just
play, and play, and play… it’s easier with more children than less
in that situation.”
To the outsider it seems to have made a difference. One can really
tell that those twelfth grade boys are close. Do any particular
memories stand out for you as parents?
Enrique: “Natalie signed me up for a Dads’ Group, run by Lower
School Coordinator at the time, Roland Baril, in our first or second
year here. The idea was that dads would get together and share
experiences. It was Saturday mornings for several hours starting
at 8:30am, which was sometimes tough after a week on the road!
(I insisted on introducing caffeinated drinks to these meetings!)
Everybody else was a first-time dad, except for me with four boys
almost in high school. My experiences were very different. I would
tell my stories with no editing! I think I shocked a few of the others
at the time.”
Natalie: “The funny thing
was that they were sworn to
secrecy not to reveal anything
from Dads’ Group, but then
we would run into someone at
Farm to Feast or some other
event, and they would come up
to him (even years later) and
javy performs with mercedes at weill hall
tell him how much his advice
was meaningful to them. It was a short-lived initiative but was an
invaluable resource for us as a new family. Men have questions too!
“And I really enjoyed the Parent Education events that I could get
to, for example it was a real lifeline to hear Kim John Payne and
Dr. Johanna Steegmans whenever they gave talks. And I enjoyed
the all-school meetings. I got to as many as I could. Opportunities
were available when I really felt like I needed them as a parent.”

the end of the year. We’ve
saved a lot of Kleenex by
not having that ending Rose
Ceremony this year!”
What about Circus? I
remember one incredible skit
the boys did together...

baggy in the curtain call of the
high school musical, most happy fella

Natalie: “Yes! Mando, Javy
and Danny participated in it together one year, and did one of the
greatest skits in Circus history, a basketball scene with Mando
as the ball being bounced up and down on the ground and going
into the hoop! It was inspired! I wish they would have stayed with
Circus Club for longer, as the three of them absolutely loved it.”

Do you have an overarching sense of what you think the boys got
out of their Summerfield education?
Enrique: “From my perspective, it’s the peace of mind that they
will be able to go out there and do whatever they want. They have
their own minds. They all think differently. They can aim for
whatever they want, and they’ll be able to achieve it.”
Natalie: “They will have confidence. And they’ll figure it out,
whatever situation they end up in. They’ve all thanked us for
putting them in Summerfield, and making sure that they got
that education. For some of them, it was only when they got to
college that they realized how starkly different other educational
systems are, even private ones. I think a Waldorf education—a
Summerfield education—is the best gift you can give. I really do.
That comes from my heart!”
And how does it feel to come to the end… especially in this strange
time?

Natalie: “I’m so pleased that the high school teachers are not
allowing these kids to feel lost, to feel sorry for themselves, to
feel, ‘Oh, I’m a pandemic baby and I missed out on this, and
Enrique: “One thing I remember from that time in Santa Rosa was
that.’ Everybody is affected by this, and the kids could easily have
kayaking to school. Mando had been bugging me for weeks to do it,
gone into melancholy… but it’s been more an acknowledgment
so finally Dad relented and we went together. He was the first kid
of the sadness, while telling them, ‘You’re still you, the senior
to ever kayak to school, and Javy went too. Mando was also very
projects are still meaningful, all your work matters.’ When I see
pleased with himself for biking to school each day
how Summerfield handles adversity, I know
mando and javy in the alumni basketball game
with his cello on a trailer in the back. And for me,
that’s what makes me buy into the philosophy
Senior Presentations were always fun.”
even more. There’s an acknowledgment, but we
all go on. They’ve built up resilience from their
Natalie: “Another highlight for us was watching
experiences here.
Javy perform on recorder with Mercedes in Weill
Hall in the Waldorf concert there. But there is
“When you’re a parent, and a journey is ending,
no doubt that for the boys, basketball would be
and a new one is about to begin, it’s a good feeling
high on the list. The continuity of Mike [Carroll]
in your heart—not in our checkbook!—but in
as the coach was huge for them. He made a big
our hearts, that we wouldn’t have done anything
impression. And the social aspect of basketball
differently. So, it’s sad to have an end to this
was very important for Danny, Javy and Mando as
journey, but there’s a happiness there, too—a sense
players—and for Baggy, too, as a supporter.
of accomplishment. I’m not good at goodbyes, so
“And the Rose Ceremony is always the most
moving event for me… both at the beginning and

it’s probably best for us to drive off into the sunset
after graduation and have it end there!”
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The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this classified
section. Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion

Community Events/Classes/Camps
The Christian Community
Holds monthly services in Santa Rosa services in the Eurythmy Barn
at Summerfield. Upcoming dates: June 12/13 (highly provisional given
current circumstances). All are welcome. For further information or to be
put on our email list, contact Elinor Biller at 696-4731 or biller@sonic.net.

Housing Needed/Offered
Early Childhood Teacher Looking for House
Summerfield Early Childhood Assistant teacher, Delia van der Plas, is in
search for housing. Her daughter is entering 5th grade at Summerfield
this year. A two or three bedroom house with a garden would be ideal.
Move in by August 1st. Please call Delia at (415) 216-7962.
New Summerfield Family in Search of Housing
Our family is relocating to Sebastopol area this summer from SF (children
currently at Waldorf here) so our children can attend Summerfield and
so we can live closer to nature. We’re looking to rent for the first year
and wonder if anyone in the community is aware of homes coming on
the rental market in the next couple of months. We’re looking for a 3BR
home with some outdoor space and prefer walking or biking distance of
Sebastopol, although if the right place presented itself and was a short
drive to “downtown”, we would be very interested in that as well! Please
contact Michele McArdle at (415) 601-4310 with any leads!

Services Needed/Offered

Discover why Pickleball
is the Fastest-Growing
Sport in America!

Advance with Adam!
iptpa-certified instructor

Pickleball Coaching
for players of all levels

adammackinnon@gmail.com
seeking use of private tennis or pickleball court:
please contact adam if you know of one!

Sonoma County’s #1

Solar Company
Install and Repair
CA Lic. #963158

Waldorf-inspired Summer Nanny for Hire!
My name is Maria Sipos. I aim to cultivate gentle, rythmic days
emphasizing play, nature and empathy. Five years of caregiving and
nanny experience. Drive Prius. Non-smoker. Contact me for more info:
E-mail: siposmaria89@yahoo.com. Phone: (206) 954-4422.
Fresh Fish Available for Home Delivery!
Hook 2 table Fishco is one of the only commercial fisherman-owned
purveyors of sustainably sourced seafood from the California coast. Brother
of Roots & Shoots Asst. Teacher Ms. Katie. Now offering home delivery:
order at hook2tablefish.com.
Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
An experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf School founding parent
and original creator of the school’s instrumental music program. My studio
is located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website marybeardmusicstudio.
com or contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 707-546-8782.
Rick Concoff Violins
Quality string instruments for rent or sale at below-market prices. Rent
to own as well. Accessories available too! Call Rick at 707-477-9196.
Sebastopol Strings Academy
Classes for Kids and Adults: Beginning Violin, Beginning Cello,
Intermediate Cello, Music Theory, Piano, Adult Cello Ensemble.
Maureen Caisse. 707-206-1566. sebastopolstringsacademy.com.

(707) 664-6450 · www.westcoastsolarenergy.com
2975 Dutton Ave, Ste B, Santa Rosa, CA 95407

MacKillop Construction
Jim MacKillop offers complete
building & remodeling services
for Sonoma County homeowners.
Specializing in major remodels,
renovations, kitchens, baths
and decks, with over 30 years
experience. The MacKillops are a Summerfield family
(parents of a 2nd Grader and Kindergartner)!

mackillopconstruction.com • (707) 205-7260

YOUR WEST COUNTY REALTOR ®
MY
On every closed transaction, I will make a
PLEDGE: charitable donation to SWSF.
• Estates, Unique Properties
• Acreage, Farms, Ranches
• Relocation, 1st time buyers

PROUD WALDORF
PARENT & DEVOTED
VOLUNTEER

TIMOTHY HEDGES
timothy@vanguardsonoma.com
707.696.7325 | DRE #01368460
TheHedgesGroup.com

Advertise in the Messenger
Summerfield’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month
during the school year, and has a distribution list of 1,000 people!
If you are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit
our website at summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter, or email
messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.

Messenger
655 Willowside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Editor/Designer:
Adam MacKinnon

visit us online at

www.summerfieldwaldorf.org

• leo klein GALLERY •
at a time like this, we are all in need of some healing art, and the messenger has appreciated rediscovering photos
of some of the beautiful work of waldorf master teacher and artist leo klein, who last visited summerfield in 2016.
these are from his ‘angels’ and ‘nature spirits’ series, which were on display in sophia hall.
artworks reproduced by kind permission of the artist. to see more of leo’s work, please visit leoklein-adaklein.nl.

